
LORIKEET LANDING PROTOCOL 

Your job in Lorikeet Landing will have many responsibilities. At the beginning of each shift, you 

must complete the “opening Lorikeet Landing” checklist inside of the Lorikeet hut. This includes, 

but is not limited to: 

- Getting your Lorikeet money from Admissions. 

- Setting up the cart and stool inside the flight cage. 

- Mixing a pitcher of nectar according to the birdhouse’s guidelines. 

- Bringing nectar pitcher inside flight cage. 

- Stopping by the Zoo Café and getting a bag of ice to fill the cart with. 

- Opening all windows to the hut and placing necessary signs on the counter. 

- Bringing sandwich board sign out in front of the path to the flight cage. 

- Making sure the soap dispensers are full. 

- Unlocking the flight cage. 

- Bringing a radio and flight cage key from the Clubhouse. 

Welcome each visitor to the flight cage and ask if they are interested in buying food to feed the 

lorikeets.  In the past, we sold both seed sticks as well as nectar cups, but now we solely sell nectar. If 

you get asked why this is the case, simply let them know that all of the birds currently in the flight 

cage are nectar eaters, not seed eaters. You can help them understand the differences between birds, 

where the birds come from, the roles they play, and how to handle them. Assist them if birds are 

biting or flocking to them, and try to make them as comfortable as possible. Answer questions and 

help find birds that will sit on their hands or shoulders. If someone is being rough with the lorikeets, 

ask them to stop and explain why. The helpers you have inside of the flight cage will be able to help 

keep you stocked on food as well as keep the flight cage cleaned up. 

During your shift, you will have many responsibilities, including making sure that you have a supply 

of nectar to sell to guests as they enter the flight cage. If you do not have enough nectar, ask your 

shift helpers (either the Teen TRIBE or another staff member) to get you more from the hut. If no one 

is available to help, call or radio your supervisors to help you.  

All nectar cups are $1 each, even for members. There are sometimes discounts or coupons given to 

special event participants and Zoo members, but please read these coupons carefully before giving 

away free food. Summer camp groups free nectar for each summer camper at no charge, but general 

visiting school groups do not receive free food.  

Keep the flight cage clean by picking up trash and used nectar cups. Ask guests that are trying to 

bring in outside food or drink to leave them outside and explain that it will make the birds sick if they 

eat or drink it. Guests should also not bring in strollers or backpacks, as the lorikeets can use those as 



methods to leave the flight cage. These are all easy ways for the birds to “hitch a ride” out of the flight 

cage!!!  Remember to clicker count each visitor as they enter the flight cage. (enter in VIP at the end 

of the day, the person closing is responsible for entering the final number.) 

Do not leave the flight cage until the next shift staff member has arrived. When it is time to switch 

shifts, take your money back to admissions and make a Lorikeet Landing deposit. Remember to give 

the next shift staff member the radio and flight cage key before you leave. Check the amount of soap 

in the dispensers at the start and end of each shift and replenish when necessary.  

If you are the last shift in Lorikeet Landing, you must complete the “closing Lorikeet Landing” 

checklist inside of the Lorikeet hut. This includes, but is not limited to: 

- Emptying the ice out of the cart. 

- Bringing the cart and stool inside the Lorikeet hut. 

- Close the windows to the hut and pull counter signs back inside. 

- Bringing nectar pitcher inside. 

- Emptying and cleaning the nectar pitcher, allowing to air dry. 

- Cleaning the nectar cups out of the flight cage. 

- Locking the Lorikeet flight cage. 

- Ensuring that the floor is swept, counters are clean, and all signs brought back 

inside. 

- Bringing radio and flight cage key back to Clubhouse. 

- Bringing money back to Admissions for a deposit. 

- Enter Lorikeet attendance for the day in VIP. 

- Call bird house and let them know you have shut down. 

If there are any bird-related problems that occur while you are in the flight cage, radio the Bird 

House on Channel 1, identifying yourself and requesting their help in the flight cage.  

(Ex: a guest notices that a lorikeet is bleeding.) 

“Bird House, come in on Channel 1.” 

“Go Ahead.” 

“This is Caitlin in Lorikeet Landing, I need your assistance as soon as you can with a bird injury.” 

If there are any issues that arise with the Teen TRIBE, you can radio for the help of their supervisor 

on Channel 2. 



If there are any issues that arise with injury to a guest while in Lorikeet Landing, radio Security (any 

channel) to send out a unit with a first aid kit. You will also have a first aid kit in the bottom of the 

Lorikeet cart, so please use this at your discretion. If an injury looks serious, you must call Security so 

they can fill out paperwork.  If you give any supplies from the first aide kit you must let the guest use 

it themselves. (i.e. put on their own band aide) This protects us since we are do not officially have 

first aide training. 

All other issues that arise call or radio your supervisors. 

For personal belongings in the Lorikeet hut, such as backpacks, please remember that this is a shared 

space. Although the public does not have direct access to the hut, do not leave valuables inside. It 

looks unprofessional when personal items are left out in view of the public, so if you must store any 

personal items in the hut, keep it out of sight. You should be leaving these important items in the 

Clubhouse right across from Lorikeet Landing.  

The New Stuff 

 We are adding the sale of fresh fruit cups for the pigeons in the flight cage.  The Pigeons have been hand raised on 

fruit.  This is entirely new this summer so we are unsure whether this will indeed be effective and will need your 

feedback via informing the supervisor team.  Bird House staff will be supplying us with a container of fresh fruit each 

morning to keep on ice in the cooler, as we do with nectar.  If you run low please give bird house a call (with some 

time to prepare more) and they will bring it to us. 

 New tree props have been added to the deck railing to help encourage the birds to perch close to the public without 

having to land on people.  This is also a test so feedback to the supervisor team would be helpful.  The idea is that 

even though people do like birds to land on them at times, this is when bites could happen.  If folks can hand feed in 

close proximity we are, in the end, providing a more positive and successful experience overall. 

 The birds are under a 2-strike policy for individual biting birds.  Please make sure you can positively identify the 

individual bird if there is an incident before you proceed.  Once you have the bird ID’ed please notify bird house on 

channel 1 immediately.  If you have or can get the bird please put it in the auxiliary enclosure (with water when 

possible), this area will be closed with a cable and carabineer to keep the public out the area.  If you can’t physically 

get the bird try and maintain a visual.  Either way communicate with the bird house and let them know if you have the 

bird or are watching it, they will need to bring different items with them depending on the situation.  They will use a 

transponder reader and if the same individual bites twice they will be removed from the flight cage.   

 Enrichment in the form of live crickets, mealworms, fresh browse and running sprinklers will be added to the flight 

cage as regularly as possible. 

 Graphics has created new signage to help  guide the visitors what to do and not to do with the birds, but as always 

you are better then a sign and it is the expectation that you are talking to each visitor and facilitating their experience. 

 If you notice any bird injuries, regurgitating, or “acting off” the bird house trusts our judgment to call them.  We end 

up spending more time with these animals then they do and we are their eyes and ears.  Remember that it is usually 

easier for us to catch a bird then it is for them. (the keepers are often see by the birds as the “net holders”). 

 Lorikeets will chew on ANYTHING!  Keepers are constantly on the lookout for toxic plants growing inside and along the 

fence of the flight cage.  Stinkhorn Fungus (pictured below) is common one that grows in the mulch when we have 

rainy periods.  Please remove or notify BH so they can remove.   



   

New Animals: 

 2 (6 total) Magpie Geese (hand raised).  Make sure that visitors know they don’t eat either nectar or fruit so 

they are not disappointed if they try to feed. 

 5 more hand raised Pied Imperial Pigeons (fruit cups).  The hope is that they will come down and feed from 

the visitors with the fruit cups.  The keepers have been working all winter to condition them with white cups 

and all.  These birds do not necessarily perch on visitors. 

 2 Cardinal Lorikeets.  These have been hand raised and are EXTREMELY FRIENDLY!  They may end up being 

annoying or frightening to guests (information for you to know, not to share), and have a tendency to jump 

on people without hesitation, attempt to climb inside shirts, playfully chew on earings, and get underfoot.  

The bird house keepers is concerned that these birds will be in danger of getting stepped on or overwhelming 

visitors with affection.  When they are introduced please keep an eye on them and communicate via your 

supervisor team on how its going. 


